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Bzzz!  Some of us recall this terrifying sound 

when we unsuccessfully navigated the organs 

and structures of the “Operation Guy”.  As 

unforgiving as the game may be, the medical-

industrial complex is even more fraught with 

pitfalls.  Please read more as we explore the 

web of special interest groups and fraternal 

organizations hindering doctors and patients.
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About the Editor:

Brian T. Sweeney, M.D. is 

just a guy who tries hard.  

He has devoted many 

hours pondering how we 

got here as doctors and 

patients.  Who are these 

people behind the scenes 

engaging in restraint of 

trade and denial of the 

right to work?  To 

paraphrase the 1982 movie 

 “The Verdict”: “Who were 

these people?  I wanted to 

be a doctor!”.
                          Operation Guy



Legislation Update!

My Graduate Physicians will be superior to Assistant Physicians
by I.P. Knightley, M.D.

As an AAFP “Delegate” and current resident, I 

have introduced legislation with more 

“stringent” conditions on licensure because, 

well, I know better than you.  The fact that I 

am a government employee with little to no 

real-world experience has not stopped me on 

my quest to destroy the aspirations of medical 

graduates throughout the world.  I enjoy 

watching fellow 'doctors' collapse under the 

crushing weight of hundreds of thousands in 

student loan debt.  Please support me and my 

fellow members of PPP as we impose our will!

Sponsor Highlight:

“Physicians for Paycheck 

Protection (PPP)” is an 

organization engaged in 

the wholesale demeaning 

of Assistant Physicians in 

Missouri and elsewhere. 

We feel threatened by the 

supply and demand 

pressures due to their 

presence.  Membership is 

the same as USMLE Step 3 

($895) .  Please join us at 

your local fraternal lodge.

Calendar of Events

April 2020
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Medical Journal & Research Review

Troubling ECT scores of medical journal writers
by Rusty Bedsprings, D.O.

     A study recently published in “Assistant Physicians 

(APs) Today” found a troubling link between the ECT 

(Ethics and Critical Thinking) scores of medical 

journal writers/researchers and peer review (in a 

literal sense), especially in the areas of critical 

thinking and ethics.  For example, the co-authors of a 

'study' trying to derail the rousing success of APs in 

Missouri, demonstrated a severe deficit in ethics 

including confirmation bias and cognitive dissonance. 

 

     Unable to thwart the nearly 1,000% growth in 

APs throughout Missouri, the authors—who 

coincidentally are physicians likely affiliated with the 

alphabet agency “AAFP”--resorted to attacking their 

fellow doctors in concordance with the aims of the 

PPP.  When contacted for comment, the authors 

replied through a spokesperson, “We get to be 

published and hurt fellow 'doctors' at the same time, 

which is a “Win-Win” scenario!”  (Editor's Note: the 

PPP is a sponsor of this newsletter and would never 

stoop to this level, which is saying something.) 

     The ECT test was developed by Brian T. Sweeney, 

M.D. and measures the ability of medical 

professionals to maintain a high standard of integrity 

and critical skills.  (Editor's Note: Dr. Sweeney is the 

editor of this newsletter and removes himself from 

the debate, but says, “I told you so”, anyway.)

Classifieds:

Kashcow Clinics, LLC is looking for 

Assistant Physicians to join our 

team!  This part-time position (10-

20 hours/week) pays $12/hour 

which really works out to about 

$2/hour when you figure in taxes 

and malpractice (including tail).  

Our office is located conveniently 

across from a McDonald's where 

you can watch someone flip 

burgers for $15/hour.  We enjoy all 

seasons, but especially winter 

where I can enjoy the Aspen slopes 

and pretend that I am within 50 

miles.  Working holidays and 

weekends is required at no 

additional compensation, so take 

photos of your spouse and family 

now.  At the end of the day, watch 

me drive my Lotus Evora down the 

Medical Mile; do not worry, I will 

keep it under 6,000 rpm as I pass 

by you puttering along in your 2002 

Toyota Yaris so as not to startle 

you.  Call 555-KASHCOW now!

Vrooooooooooooooooom!!!



Note from the Editor

     Humor is the best medicine.  In this “Age of Deception”, it also is the only thing that 

may keep us sane and optimistic.  The medical-industrial complex currently is engaged 

in a smear campaign of young doctors (e.g., Assistant Physicians).  The irony is that 

physicians are being replaced wholesale by Nurse Practitioners (NPs ) and residencies 

are being sold as private entities rather than remaining government-funded positions.  

This lack of foresight is alarming from such a well-educated group of professionals  

whom this editor has held in the highest esteem. 

     FREEDOM has endeavored to provide testimony and support for the benefit of all 

doctors, but has encountered back-room dealings and railroading against its' members.  

Physicians and Nurse Practitioners have strong lobbies that, unfortunately, are doing 

them a disservice by eroding the fabric of the medical profession.  

     To complicate matters, there is an over-arching entity entitled “Workforce” which has 

been working behind the scenes to control and manipulate all professions, not just those 

of medical 'providers'.  Just search the positions of the AMA, AAFP, and AAMC among 

other 'alphabet agencies' and you will find that the leadership is selling out the members 

with this 'Workforce' language—actually using the exact word.  The question is, “Are you 

a doctor or are you a workforce?”

If you would like to join the
 FOUNDATION TO 

RECOGNIZE EDUCATE AND EMPLOY 
DOCTORS OF MEDICINE

 (FREEDOM), 
visit us at freedomfordoctors.org

or
 send an email to

 freedomfordoctors.org@gmail.com
Humbly your's,

Brian T. Sweeney, M.D.

http://www.freedomfordoctors.org/
mailto:freedomfordoctors.org@gmail.com

